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Introduction
Industrial Control Systems (ICS), also referred to as Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems, are an essential component of Operational Technology (OT) environments. The
OT scope contains many of the typical IT counterparts to include servers, workstations, databases,
and development systems. OT also includes equipment unfamiliar to IT: PLCs (Programmable Logic
Controllers), RTUs (Remote Terminal Units), proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers, and
Industrial Smart Devices (also knowns as IIOT or Industrial Internet of Things). SCADA systems are
frequently deployed within the 16 critical infrastructure sectors defined by the US Presidential Policy
Directive (PPD-21) to include Energy, Chemical, Manufacturing, Water/Wastewater, etc.
SCADA systems and devices often operate on a 24x7 basis. Downtime or data integrity issues with
these devices can affect production and therefore company profitability. Like all computerized
systems, SCADA systems, PLCs, RTUs, etc. need to be updated as vulnerabilities are identified and
fixed. The U.S. Cybersecurity and Incident Security Agency (CISA) frequently publishes advisories
for ICS vulnerabilities.1 Because of the 24x7 nature of production, updates often require planned
downtime and must be queued and applied on a periodic basis. Typical timeframes are monthly or
quarterly, or when the opportunity arises, like downtime (planned or otherwise) in other systems.
In the last 10 years, hackers have begun to focus on critical infrastructure, and more specifically on
the SCADA systems and devices required to run them. ICS environments are an attractive target for
cyberattacks because of their critical nature. Successful attacks may result in real-world service
interruptions that cause significant disruption to healthcare, oil & gas, pipelines, food and beverage
production, financial services, emergency management systems, and many other sectors.
One of the most common vectors for hacking critical infrastructure is through files that target
SCADA system and device vulnerabilities. This white paper focuses on how best to protect these
systems from compromise via SCADA updates and patches. It also discusses mitigations for Data
Loss Prevention (DLP) when data from these systems and devices needs to be exported from an
entity’s site.
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Hacking SCADA

Hacking SCADA – On the Way In
SCADA systems, such as AVEVA System Platform & InTouch, Schneider Foxboro, GE Simplicity,
Siemens SIMATIC, Rockwell Plantworx, VTSCADA, Inductive Automation Ignition, and others provide
ICS software for high-level industrial processes. These systems communicate (typically over
Ethernet or serially) to highly reliable PLCs such as Schneider, Rockwell Allen Bradley, Siemens, and
Omron. The PLCs in turn are directly connected (wired) to monitor and control real-world physical
devices such as valves, temperature modules, machines, mixers, etc.
SCADA system disruptions have been known to occur in various forms to include targeted malware
dropped through portable media, software updates, or remote access, as well as indirect disruption
caused through the compromise of IT systems:
▪

Targeted Malware: A common path for hacking SCADA is via files that target SCADA systems
and devices. If compromise occurs, malicious actors could take control of the target ICS and
interrupt service or sabotage systems. Something as simple as issuing a stop command to a
critical system can have catastrophic consequences within multiple scopes to include safety,
environment, regulatory, reputation, and financial.
-

SCADA Device Updates (Vector: Portable Media or Network): OT SCADA devices have
upgrades, updates, patches, and vulnerability fixes that need to be applied. These often
get applied directly by a portable media interface or via the network. These paths can also
serve as a threat vector for compromise of these devices. In 2016, fake PLC update software
(containing various malware) for Rockwell ABB PLCs surfaced on multiple PLC internet forums.
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-

-

▪

Because PLC vendor support is often a significant yearly expense, many are unwilling to
pay. This malware targeted those who could not afford security or feature updates but were
searching for posted updates of free.
Stuxnet (Vector: Portable Media): The most famous example of SCADA target malware is
the Stuxnet worm, a malicious infected file that targeted Iran’s nuclear centrifuges via the
Siemens SCADA system. Stuxnet was notable because it caused physical damage to nuclear
centrifuges by spinning them so fast that they tore themselves apart. It has been reported
that Stuxnet was unknowingly implanted through a USB device brought into the facility by an
employee.
Phishing Attacks: The most dangerous and successful phishing attack are those that drop
the Ransomware virus. Ransomware encrypts systems and demands payment for access.
The 2021 Colonial Pipeline cyberattack was a ransomware attack that forced the company to
temporarily halt its pipeline operations because IT systems had been compromised – resulting
in a nearly $5 million payment plus significant costs from lost sales, reputation damage,
and operational fixes. Ransomware against industrial entities has increased 500 percent
from 2018 to 2020. Whether to pay these ransoms often comes down to a business decision
between paying the ransom or paying the additional cost of further downtime in operations. In
2020, the U.S. Treasury issued an advisory, warning that companies could face sanctions for
facilitating ransomware payments. Critical infrastructure companies must become proactive
to avoid this risk.

Indirect SCADA system compromise: OT systems often operate 24x7 based on client orders
queued in the IT Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. ERP orders are forwarded from
the IT network to the production OT execution system (sometimes referred to as Manufacturing
Execution System (MES)). The MES is typically located in the DMZ separating IT from OT networks.
The MES issues work orders to SCADA systems on a 24x7 basis. If IT systems are compromised, OT
systems may or may not remain untouched by the compromise. Still, production workflows can
only continue for as long as the IT ERP can still assign work to the MES. In addition, existing MES
work orders must be synchronized to ERP client orders to be able to report progress in real time.
IT compromises therefore can shutdown SCADA systems indirectly and can do so quickly.

Hacking SCADA – On the Way Out
Industrial espionage is a real and pervasive threat that requires mitigation through Data Loss
Prevention techniques. This threat vector includes contractors as well as company insiders.
Exfiltrating company SCADA recipes, client information, employee private information, network
diagrams, etc. can be accomplished through many vectors to include embedding information
in images, or in the clear as raw files brought out of facilities on portable media. Sometimes
exfiltration can be done unintentionally as well via support or log files exports.
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Securing Data in Transit
Hacking attempts often start with one or more malicious files that when executed, target specific
devices (an OT device can be HMI PC, SCADA System Server, IO Server, PLC, IIOT, etc.). For these
files to compromise one or more devices, the file(s) must first be placed onto a target device(s) or
a network accessible by the device(s). Then the hacking payload must be initiated by a user, other
software, or by firmware.
Let us begin with the first element, the file itself. Has the file source been authenticated? Has
the file been scanned for malware using multiple vendors (to avoid Zero Day viruses), tested on
a duplicate test SCADA system (same hardware, firmware, and network(s)), and then staged in a
queue for the production systems update? While testing all updates and patches is a commonly
recommended best practice, having a duplicate SCADA system and the qualified OT engineering
resources to conduct these tests is often cost prohibitive.
To prevent files from magically appearing on systems there are several best practices available:
▪

Authentication: There are multiple methods for Authentication of a data source to include oAuth,
SAML, 802.1X, etc. Authentication is used to ensure that a source really is who the system thinks
they are and that they have been approved for access. It does not however imply what they can
do with their access; that would be Authorization.

▪

Authorization: These methods include Active Directory, directory security, share security, etc. In
the context of files, Authorization defines whether a user can read, write, move, delete, edit, etc.
a file located in a directory they are authorized to access.

▪

Hash Verification from Authentic Vendor Support Site: Some vendor’s sites or development
systems have been hacked such that malware was embedded in delivered updates. However, this
is rare. It is more common for hacked vendor update files to be offered on the internet that are
not coming from the actual vendor’s site. Regardless, when downloading from a vendor’s support
site, the expected hash ID should be validated to match that published on the vendor’s site to
ensure the file has not been tampered with.

▪

Network Segmentation: often implemented in the form of Virtual LANS and Firewalls. This
separates a network such that certain authenticated and authorized users have access to one or
more of the segments for their defined role. Transfers of files between different segments, zones,
or domains requires some level of inspection, approval, and audit.

▪

Air Gapping: this approach totally disconnects certain high value high criticality networks from
other networks; especially those with external or internet access. Air gapped systems by nature
require dedicated Authentication and Authorization methods.

▪

Data Loss Prevention: Organizations need to be able to allow files to be exfiltrated from their
company if they are inspected and authorized. This requires that organizations provide a
standardized method for digital review, approval, and enforcement.

▪

Demilitarized Zones (DMZ): This method is advocated by the ISA 62443 OT cybersecurity
standards. It establishes a hierarchy of network zones called the Purdue Model. It recommends
that all data communications (including file transfers) only occur between adjacent zones. It
also recommends that a DMZ be placed between zones of low and high criticality, respectively.
This is typically between IT and OT junctions or between high level SCADA software (examples:
Manufacturing Executions Systems, Historians, etc.) and the lower-level PLC networks
implementing commands and reading/writing values.
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While these best practices work well to reduce risk they can be circumvented by portable media.
Portable media is often useful and required in SCADA systems to connect to SCADA devices and
either update these systems directly or download certain log files for extraction from the facility for
analysis by an external vendor. In summary then, we have two paths for the source of a file. It can
transferred over the network or manually inserted via portable media.

Securing Data at Rest
How do we know that the SCADA update files we have are the original files certified by the vendor
and have not been compromised in transit? Even if they were validated and certified, vendor
systems and software have been compromised in the past such that updates for their systems
were compromised as well. In addition, there are over 100+ file types that can have embedded code
which can potentially execute when opened or triggered through other methods.
In this compromise vector, mitigation requires that files be scanned and inspected to insure they
are malware free and that the original contents remain intact. Any executable code in these files
should be disabled unless authorized.

Minimizing Cybersecurity Risk
Cybersecurity is a practice of Risk Management. This practice teaches that the goal is not to
eliminate all risk (assuming it is possible) but rather to reduce risk to acceptable levels as defined
by the entity. The common components are to:
▪

Evaluate the Risk to the Operational Mission

▪

Prioritize the Risk based on Consequences and Likelihood

▪

Prioritize the Mitigations based on Cost, Reduction in Risk, Resources Available, and Schedule
Required to Implement

This is no easy task, but there are short cuts, one of those is in applying Cybersecurity Best
Practices. Best Practices offer tried and true risk reduction approaches that are commonly
applied in certain industries. Best Practices tend to have numerous examples to review and follow,
therefore keeping costs and schedule to a minimum.
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ICS and SCADA Security Best
Practices

Although industrial control systems are an attractive target for attack, there are few cybersecurity
regulations for them. The electrical sector must comply with NERC CIP, but none of the other
critical industry sectors have comparable requirements. Time will tell if the Colonial Pipeline attack
pressures lawmakers into enacting new regulations. Already, the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) is ordering pipeline operators to report cybersecurity incidents2 to CISA.
Despite a lack of regulatory frameworks, both CISA and the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) are actively engaged in providing best practices to secure critical infrastructure.
The International Society of Automation (ISA) published ISA/IEC 624433, a security standard for
critical infrastructure. The ISA/IEC 62443 series is commonly referenced but it is not required or
regulated for any industry.
Reviewing again our best practice list for Data in Transit in the previous section “Securing Data in
Transit” isolating industrial control systems through air-gapped networks or DMZ is a common best
practice and should be a standard practice for any organization. However, isolating control systems
introduces a variety of management challenges, such as updating anti-virus engines, patching
vulnerabilities, monitoring system logs, or otherwise connecting external files, devices, and media.
CISA provides many recommended practices for ICS security4, including how to update antivirus and
patch management for control systems.
Installing antivirus on industrial control systems is problematic because older SCADA software
may not be compatible. In addition, single engine antivirus systems are often ineffective against
Zero Day viruses. Effectively falls further, when the engine’s antivirus definitions are not updated
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frequently. The segmentation and isolation (and possible air gapping) or these networks makes
engine updates more difficult. The Catch-22 here is obvious, the segmentation or isolation of these
critical networks can reduce the effectiveness of their malware detection systems.
CISA recommends downloading updates to a dedicated host, writing the updates to portable media,
and using that media to update the patch server, with the caveat that precautions must be taken
to reduce the risk of introducing malware or otherwise compromising the ICS. Organizations must
be able to verify the source of the update and scan downloads for malware. This is very important
because attackers have been able to compromise update servers and spoof malware within them.
Patch management is similarly important and difficult. ICS vulnerabilities are common because
there are so many legacy systems in use, but with increased network connectivity a single exploit
could cause cascading failure and lateral attack movement. The first step in patch management
is vulnerability analysis to determine if systems are susceptible to attack. The process of patch
management is similar: verify the source of the patch and scan it for malware.
Portable media can be essential for updating antivirus and applying patch management to SCADA,
so a policy that forbids their access can be impractical. Portable media is also used to export log
files from ICS, but caution must be applied to avoid the unintentional loss or leakage of sensitive
data. USB devices can be controlled internally or even whitelisted by security kiosks or software
applications.
Physical security controls, such as locked doors, cameras and guards are common approaches
to protecting access to industrial control systems. As organizations consider how to implement
effective cybersecurity solutions to control access to ICS, the physical presence of a cybersecurity
kiosk is an excellent approach.
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OPSWAT Solutions For ICS
Security & SCADA Security

OPSWAT solutions enable organizations to secure file transfers and data across security domains
and security zones. Organizations can manage and authorize users, files, and devices. Security
teams can mitigate vulnerabilities, malicious code and unauthorized access of transient cyber
assets and removable media.
OPSWAT cross-domain and air-gapped network security solutions protect ICS and SCADA by
providing:
▪

Data at Rest Protections
-

▪

MetaDefender Kiosk provides a low maintenance, high performance industrial kiosk
solution providing secure scan, validation, and compatibility with 15+ media types; solution
deployments include both air-gapped and secured networks
Anti-malware and heuristics analysis by up to 30+ vendor engines to guard against Zero Day
and minimize risk
Execution Protection through Deep CDR (Content Disarm & Reconstruction) on over 115+ file
types which rebuilds the original file by removing all malicious code
Vulnerability Analysis cross-referenced against National Vulnerability Databases
County of Origin Analysis

Data in Transit Protection
-

MetaDefender Email Gateway Systems to inspect and de-arm URLs as well as prevent
attachment based Phishing and other file-based attacks
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-

▪

MetaDefender Kiosk integration with MetaDefender Vault to provide:
· Cross domain / Cross Zone / Cross Segment authorization, auditing, and multi-tiered
approval processes for Data in Transit
· Data Loss Prevention for exfiltration file analysis, redaction, approval, and localized copy to
approval portable media

MetaDefender USB Firewall and OPSWAT Client: Both provide verifications and secured
authenticity for files to ensure no tampering has occurred in transit from the Kiosk

MetaDefender Kiosk
Removable media, such as USB keys, are a ready source of risk, but are necessary to conduct software
updates, diagnostics, and audits. Protect your ICS with the physical presence of MetaDefender Kiosk.
Scan more than 30 removable media types, including USB keys, CD/DVD and 3.5” diskettes for malicious
files and zero day attacks. Sanitize and rebuild suspicious files. Redact sensitive data from entering or
leaving your secure network. Transfer files from unknown media to trusted devices.

MetaDefender Vault
Transferring files from removable media and transient cyber assets across security zones can bypass
hardened controls. MetaDefender Vault secures file storage, transfer, and retrieval to protect critical
infrastructure. Scan files for known threats and prevent zero-day attacks. Limit access to highly
sensitive data. Enforce granular user policies. Integrate with MetaDefender Kiosk to enhance removable
media support.

MetaDefender Drive
The use of transient cyber assets in the field, such as maintenance laptops, is one way that an airgapped network may be breached. Extend security to these devices with MetaDefender Drive, a
portable security solution. Boot from MetaDefender Drive’s secure operating system to detect advanced
malware, such as rootkits. Scan devices for vulnerabilities in software and firmware updates, or IoT
controllers, even when offline.

MetaDefender USB Firewall
Air-gapped systems are physically isolated from other networks, but are still vulnerable to portable
media, such as USB keys. Many SCADA systems cannot have any software installed due to age or
vendor maintenance agreements. The USB Firewall enforces and validates that all files have been
processed via the Kiosk and are certified to not be tampered with in transit. MetaDefender USB Firewall
complements MetaDefender Kiosk and MetaDefender Vault to provide an additional line of defense
for the most critical systems, such as SCADA environments. Automatically block unprocessed or
compromised files and maintain an audit trail to enforce compliance.
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Conclusion

Any time portable media accesses secure environments, critical infrastructure risks increase.
Software updates, reporting, and audits all require external data sources. MetaDefender Kiosk acts
as a digital security guard—inspecting all media for malware, vulnerabilities, and sensitive data.
Anti-malware multiscanning, Deep CDR and Proactive DLP all working together to reduce risk,
prevent downtime due to attack on ICS and SCADA systems.
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About OPSWAT
OPSWAT is a global leader in critical infrastructure cybersecurity that helps protect the world’s
mission-critical organizations from malware and zero-day attacks. To minimize the risk of
compromise, OPSWAT Critical Infrastructure Protection solutions enable both public and private
organizations to implement processes that ensure the secure transfer of files and devices to and
from critical networks.
More than 1,000 organizations worldwide spanning Financial Services, Defense, Manufacturing,
Energy, Aerospace, and Transportation Systems trust OPSWAT to secure their files and devices;
ensure compliance with industry and government-driven policies and regulations, and protect their
reputation, finances, employees and relationships from cyber-driven disruption.
OPSWAT offers a comprehensive suite of cybersecurity solutions:

Cross-Domain
Solutions

Secure Access

File Upload
Security

Network
Access
Control

Storage
Security

Malware
Analysis

Email
Security

Developer
Tools

For more information on OPSWAT, visit opswat.com. Also visit us
on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.
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